Towards evidence-based use of serum tumour marker requests: an audit of use in a tertiary hospital.
Serum tumour markers (TM) are often measured in hospital patients. The reasons for their use and their benefits with regards to earlier cancer diagnosis and patient management are not known. To identify the patterns of TM use in a tertiary hospital and to determine the usefulness and appropriateness of requests in this setting. A cross-sectional, retrospective study of TM ordered over a 3-month period was conducted. Data were obtained from patient records. CA-125, CA 15-3, CA 19-9, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) were studied. Prostate specific antigen was not separately investigated. The reasons for ordering, usefulness and appropriateness of use were defined prior to analysis. A total of 476 TM was ordered in 373 patients. One hundred and six (22%) of all results were abnormal by laboratory criteria. AFP was the most popular test ordered. Forty-seven per cent of patients had no cancer diagnosis. Oncological units (ONC) ordered 27% of tests. The most popular reasons for TM ordering were for screening (36%) followed by diagnostic aid (19%). ONC units ordered TM mainly for monitoring disease status, as opposed to non-ONC units who ordered TM usually for diagnostic aid. TM were deemed appropriately ordered in 69% of cases. Twenty-nine per cent of TM were helpful in patient management. Only four results (<1%) aided in diagnosis. The reasons and appropriateness of TM use varied depending on the specialization of the requesting clinician. The current serum TM are most useful as aids in cancer patients, rather than for diagnosis (P <0.0001). Apart from AFP, these TM seem to have limited use in the general medical, non-oncological patients. Guidelines for their use in this setting are needed.